SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

The Florida Bar Young Lawyers Division (YLD) asks for your assistance in funding AOC and in exchange for your sponsorship, you can be recognized in AOC print and electronic materials, including on banners throughout our conference and on the AOC shirt. Below are sponsorship opportunities for AOC 2023:

**HYPERDRIVE SPONSOR $2,500** - Name & logo recognition on written and printed materials, t-shirt, and social media (including four (4) social media “tags”); a brake zone table for two (2) representatives during the grant presentation session of AOC; a brake zone table for two (2) representatives during the programming session of AOC; verbal recognition during the conference; opportunity to present a 2-3 minute commercial during the programming session of AOC.

**FRONTRUNNER SPONSOR $1,000** – Name & logo recognition on written and printed conference materials, t-shirt, and social media (including three (3) social media “tags”); a brake zone table for two (2) representatives during the programming session of AOC; verbal recognition during the conference.

**FAST LANE SPONSOR $500** – Name & logo recognition on written conference materials, t-shirt, and social media (including two (2) social media “tags”).

**CRUISE CONTROL SPONSOR $250** – Name recognition in program and written conference materials; One (1) social media “tag.”

**IN KIND SPONSOR** – Contribute event themed items for the registration or scavenger series bags and be recognized in program and written conference materials; One (1) social media “tag.”

**ADDITIONAL UNDERWRITING OPPORTUNITIES**

**SCAVENGER SERIES STARTING LINE $2,500** – This opportunity allows the sponsor to set up a table at the starting line of the scavenger series as the participants set off into Daytona Beach to complete the expedition! Good opportunity to mingle and talk with AOC participants and YLD Members.

**SCAVENGER SERIES FINISH LINE $2,500** – This opportunity allows the sponsor to set up a table at the final stop of the scavenger series. Good opportunity to mingle and talk with AOC participants and YLD Members.

**REFRESHMENT STATION DURING GRANT PRESENTATIONS $2,000** – This station will be open during the grant presentations and will include the opportunity to set up your own table, mingle and talk with AOC participants and YLD Members.

**EVENT THEMED ITEMS (KOZZIES, CUPS, ETC.) $1,500** – with your logo.

Questions about the YLD, AOC, or sponsorship of the conference? Please contact the AOC Chairs, Ashlea Edwards (ashlea.edwards@akerman.com) and/or Brandon Sapp (brandonmsapp@gmail.com). The YLD greatly appreciates your support!